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will soon have better senses than we do:

Scientists 'bake in' a range of novel senses
While robots cannot feel pain yet, advances

in AI are making that possible, says Gueorgui
Murtaza Silicon Valley is famously populated
by a ‘brogrammer’ elite who have the most
powerful supercomputers on Earth in their
homes. However, Silicon Valley is about to
become one of the most bustling hubs of AI

research. The emergence of AI robots,
including self-driving cars, are currently

under way. Aided by AI, and the vast amount
of data collected through their use, these
robots are set to expand their capabilities.
But a new concept suggests that they will

become more capable than even AI experts.
Scientists have begun testing robots with a

‘baking in’ of a range of novel sensory
apparatus. The test robot – the ‘Robotino
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Deedyino’, designed by scientists in the
Netherlands – has been given lasers, sonar,
and cameras – but it has also been given a

microphone to hear humans and understand
what is being said. This allows it to see what
it hears. It can also ‘taste’ the same objects
it is touching or touching with a pencil. It is

being tested at Abertam University, in
Holland. The results suggest that in the not
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